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Thinking in systems
...



What is Pause, Play, Repeat?

‘Pause. Play. Repeat’ is a film that 
identifies the patterns that exist in 
the macro and micro systems around 
us.

It makes use of the concepts of systems thinking. 



Concepts of systems thinking

Disconnnection        Internconnectedness

                   Linearity      Loops                              Reluctance        Emergence
                 
                                                    Parts       Whole

                                                             Analysis        Synthesis                    Isolation       Relationships

How does it make use of these concepts?

The film takes you on an abstract journey through a controlled pattern. It details the individual 
components of a design system and explores the infinite connections amongst these small parts that 
make up a greater whole.



Why are you making this film?

Director’s Statement 

I am fascinated by the sustained exploration and innovation in design that can be achieved by 
combining animation with mathematical progressions and sound. Experimenting with common 
elements across these fields such as geometry, symmetry, repeating patterns and looping cycles has 
become an integral part of my work. Through this project, I intend to develop integrated system 
designs that can be reused, scaled and repeated in different contexts, thus contributing to the 
development of novel and interesting ways of communication. 





Previous Work

Nine

Taking inspiration from Douglas 
Hofstadter’s ‘I am a strange loop,’ 
the film connects 9 impossible objects 
with the ‘self’ within.

www.ankitapanda.com/nine

http://www.ankitapanda.com/nine


Previous Work

Journeys through Space and Time

An immersive experience that looks 
at the literal and figurative 
association of a journey with change 
in space and time. It explores change 
in direction, perspective, and 
repeating patterns nature by placing 
the viewer in the center of a virtual 
3D kaleidoscope.

www.ankitapanda.com/journeys-through-
space-and-time

http://www.ankitapanda.com/journeys-through-space-and-time
http://www.ankitapanda.com/journeys-through-space-and-time


Research and Inspiration
...



Douglas Hofstadter

Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid - 1979
The  Mind’s I - 1981
Metamagical Themas - 1985
I am a Strange Loop - 2007

Martin Gardner

Mathetmatics, Magic and Mystery - 1956
Perplexing Puzzles and Tantalizing Teasers - 1969
Hexaflexagons and other mathematical diversions - 1988



Joseph Campbell

Hero with a Thousand Faces - 1949

Simon Sinek

Start with Why - 2009
The Infinite Game - 2019

Peter Senge

The 5th Discipline - 1990



MC Escher

Escher’s Circle Limits III and IV and Metamorphosis strips not only showcased interesting ways to 
use mathematical progressions to control and define their systems but also focused on producing 
smooth and seamless transitions that created illusions that then broke already defined systems.



Boris Labbe

Boris Labbe’s films La Chute (2018) and Kyrielle (2011) made use of similar frameworks to create 
interesting system designs and find new ways of communication.



Jon McCormack

Jon McCormack’s research interests include generative art, design and music, evolutionary systems, 
computer creativity, visualisation, virtual reality, interaction design, physical computing, machine 
learning and developmental models.



Peter Burr

Peter Burr’s artwork explores the concept of endlessly mutating labyrinths, hovering over the 
boundaries of abstraction and figuration.



Creating a system
...



Pause, Play, Repeat and it’s system design

A 3 step iterative production process

1. Designing a loop - 

15 loops were designed with a definate rise and fall action such that all the motion arcs seamlessly 
looped amongst themselves.

2. Animating the loops - 

A combination of motion capture, 2D hand animation and 3D VFX was used to animate each of the 
loops. The distance between the first and and last frame was recorded, along with the number of 
frames in each loop, so that the following steps of building patterns could be easily automated.



3. Creating patterns - 

A node based system was created using Houdini, to try out various combinations of the 15 loops to 
create interesting 3 dimentional patterns. Since the pattern generation tools were procedural and 
dependant only on loop distances and total number of frames, the entire pipeline was non destructa-
ble and extremely iterative.

The final pattern is a aesthetically pleasing combination of all 15 actions, looping endlessly and 
harmoniously coexisting in interconnectedness amongst each other. The pattern is a visual represen-
tation of the 6 concepts of systems thinking as discussed previously. 



Loop #01

Head fall - Head throw



Loop #02

Freefall and rise



Loop #03

Run, trip, fall, run



Loop #04

Balloon lift



Loop #05

Pull, stretch, fall, pull



Loop #06

Melt and grow



Loop #07

Balance - Unbalance



Loop #08

Pass the glass



Loop #09

Spin, jump, spin



Loop #10

Cry, melt, rise



Loop #11

Bloat - Collapse



Loop #12

Detach - Attach



Loop #13

360 degree Seesaw



Loop #14

Hammer throw - Hammer catch



Loop #15

Last hug



Sound
...



Sound Design by Katie Gately

The approach towards designing sound for this film involved  a similar 3 step iterative process 
where each singluar loop had a speicifc tone, rhythm and quality associated with it. All sounds were  
recorded in Foley, then timed to the animated sequences matching the number of frames per loop. 
Thus, just like the visuals, the sound was looped seamlessly and all individual parts were arranged 
together to emerge as a whole at the very end. 



Structure of the film (visuals and sound)

Going back to the concepts of systems thinking

{ {

Disconnection
Linearity

Reluctance
Parts

Analysis
Isolation

Beginning                 Middle                      End
    (Pause)                    (Play)                   (Repeat)

Interconnectedness
Loops

Emergence
Whole

Synthesis
Relationships



The final pattern
...



Or...
The greater whole
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